
Frequently Asked Questions 

The Grad Advantage ProgramTM

THE DISCOUNT

What disability insurance plans qualify for the
GAP discount? 

The GAP discount applies to Proguard Series, which is the
ideal product for professionals. Some clients may prefer the
less-comprehensive Venture Series. They may purchase
Venture Series and are eligible for the GAP issue limits and
the higher Additional Insurance rider limits, but not the GAP
discount.

What professions qualify for the premium
discount? 

Student and new grad categories qualify for the GAP
discount. You’ll find a chart showing the GAP limits and
GAP discounts on Repsource, in the illustration software,
and in the Underwriting Guide for Disability Insurance
available April 1, 2011.  

Does the premium discount apply to coverage
increases from guaranteed insurability features
(Automatic Coverage Enhancements and
Additional Insurance rider)?

Yes. The GAP discount applies to all initial base coverages,
rider premiums, and the policy fee. When coverage
increases occur, either through Automatic Coverage
Enhancements or the Additional Insurance rider, the GAP
discount applies to the new premiums for the higher
monthly benefit amount. 

What if my client also qualifies for another
discount? Will they get both? 

Clients can qualify for the better of our three 
"grouped discounts”: 

GAP discount 
Employer list billing discount (EBR) 
Group volume discount.  

Example: If a client meets the eligibility criteria for both the
15% GAP discount and the 10% group volume discount,
they qualify for a 15% discount.  

What about the offset discount? Can my client
qualify for an offset discount if they also are
eligible for the GAP discount?

Yes. When a client has existing disability insurance (e.g.,
group LTD), they may qualify for a 10% offset discount in
addition to the GAP discount. 

Example: Your client qualifies for the 15% GAP discount
and has existing disability insurance that then qualifies for
the 10% offset discount. The total discount in this case is
25%. (Note: total discount cannot exceed 25%.) 

APPLYING FOR GAP

Do I need to indicate on the application (NN7000)
that my client is eligible for the GAP?

When you submit an application for a client who is eligible
for the GAP, please provide us with details of your client's
status in section 11.2 of the application. We also require
that a signed product page and illustration be submitted

What is the Grad Advantage Program and what are the benefits?  

The Grad Advantage Program (GAP) is a special program to help students and new grads in many professions protect their
income with a Manulife disability insurance plan. It offers:  

Attractive issue limits that don’t require the financial justification normally needed to purchase disability insurance.
Increased Additional Insurance rider limits, recognizing that these clients will experience significant income growth.
A 15% premium discount on Proguard Series for select professionals (5% if the Premium Refund rider is included 
on the policy).
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with the application. There is no pre-printed product page
for our disability products; the illustration software will
generate the page for you.  

I have a Proguard Series application currently in
underwriting. I believe my client qualifies for the
GAP. What can I do? 

To find out how to handle cases that are in progress, see
the Transition Rules available on Repsource. 

Can the GAP discount be added to an in-force
policy? 

For recently issued policies a modified GAP discount of
7.5% (5% if the Premium Refund rider is included on
policy) may be available if:

the insured person is currently a qualifying student or
new grad when we receive the request for the discount, 
the date we receive the request for the discount is on or
before June 30, 2011 and the policy is dated on or after
December 1, 2010, and
No claims have been paid, are payable or are under review. 

To request the modified GAP discount for an in-force policy,
use form: NNC0009E, Request to add the Grad Advantage
Program discount. For guidelines on the in-force offer, refer
to the Grad Advantage Program for in-force Proguard Series
policies administrative rules. Both documents are available
on Repsource.

RIDER COVERAGE

How much Additional Insurance rider coverage
can a student or new grad purchase? 

We have increased our Additional Insurance rider limits
(see Repsource for details). In combination with the
Automatic Coverage Enhancements, student and new grad
clients are eligible for a significant amount of guaranteed
insurability, allowing them to increase their coverage as
their income grows. 

When you illustrate the Additional Insurance rider, you’ll
see a new calculation on the Riders tab that shows you the
total potential amount of guaranteed insurability available
to your client. 

Is Pensionguard rider coverage available to
student and new grad clients? 

Yes. Student and new grad clients can purchase
Pensionguard in addition to their basic monthly benefit.

The amount of Pensionguard rider available to new clients is
normally equal to 15% of income to a maximum of $2,000
(class 4S/4A/3A) or $1,500 (class 2A). Because student and
new grad clients may not earn significant income, we now
let these clients purchase an amount of Pensionguard that
aligns with the notional income underlying the student and
new grad limits.  

Example: A speech therapist in their first year of practice
can purchase $2,000 monthly benefit without financial
justification. They can also purchase $400 (monthly benefit)
of Pensionguard. The illustration software calculates the
maximum amount. 

OTHER UPDATES

Have you made other changes to your disability
insurance products? 

Yes. Some Proguard Series rates have changed and we have
updated several underwriting requirements and guidelines.
Key changes are: 

Some Proguard Series base rates have increased and
some Additional Insurance rider rates have increased
and some have decreased.The areas affected are base
rates and Additional Insurance rider rates for classes 4S
and 4A, 90, 120 and 730 day elimination periods, to
age 65 benefit period, base rates and Additional
Insurance rider rates, non-smokers only. 
Issue and participation limits have increased for Proguard
Series and Venture Series.
Additional Insurance rider limits have changed for all
occupation classes.
Minimum Proguard Series and Venture Series policy sizes
are aligned (minimum of $500 monthly benefit or $500
annual premium). 
Occupation class upgrade guidelines have been revised.
Farm owners are now eligible for the to age 65 regular
occupation period.

All underwriting requirement and guideline changes are
highlighted in the Underwriting Guide for Disability
Insurance, available April 1, 2011.


